The integration of logic programming and databases has up to now focussed on read access of logic programs to external databases storing permanent data. However, the integration of write operations modifying existing databases would allow to use logic programming languages in a much larger field of applications. Therefore, it is important that the logic programming language not only embeds modification operations on existing databases, but also embeds transactions in order to preserve the correctness of the modified database.
This paper describes an integration of database modifications and transactions into a logic programming language evaluated by a depth first left. to right strategy with backtracking. We propose a semantics of insert and delete operations and outline why these operations are defined different from assert and retract in Prolog. Furthermore, we propose a semantics for transaction brackets and describe how these operations differ from begln.transaction and end_transaction statements in database programming languages.
I n t r o d u c t i o n
During the last years, the integration of logic programming and databases has become an increasingly important research area, because the integration enables logic programs to use the knowledge stored in existing databases. However, in order to fnlly support high-level database access from logic programs, the integration of database modifications has been considered to be an important extension of logic programming (e.g. [Fagin et at., 1986] , [Manchanda and Warren, 1988] , [Wilkins, 1986] ). In contrast to these approaches we argue that correctness of database updates additionally requires to integrate a transaction concept and that this may lead to a different judgement about update semantics.
While the integration of database modifications and transactions into procedural programming languages as e.g. Pascal or Modula-2 is well understood [Schmidt, 1977] , [Schmidt e~ al., 1988] , the integration of these concepts into logic programming languages leads to the following problem: How shall we integrate database modifications and a transaction concept into tile backtracking evaluation strategy used for logic programming languages ?
The problem can be devided into two subproblems: first, to find a clean integration of database modifications avoiding "dirty side-effects", and second, to integrate a transaction concept into backtracking such that atomicity and persistence of transaction executions are not violated, when several transactions are executed by one single logic program.
In this paper we describe a proposal to solve this proMem based on the logic programming language PROTOS-L, which is currently developed at IBM Scientific Center in Stuttgart as part of the EUREKA pr~,ject PROTOS (EU 56). PROTOS-L [Beierle, 1989] , [Beierle and BSttcher, 1989 ] is a logic programming language, providing access to external databases, a polynmrphic order-sorted type concept, and a module concept similar to that of Modula-2 [Wirth, 1983] . A compiler and an abstract machine s for PROTOS-I, have been implemented on the IBM-RT 6150 workstation [Semle, 1989] .
PROTOS-L is currently used to reimplement a part of an algorithm which is used in a prototype of a chemical production planning system for Sandoz AG. This production planning system uses large sets of heuristic rules coded in logic and needs access to planning data which is stored in a relational database system. Therefore it requires to embed database access into a logic programming language.
The next section summarizes the requirements, while the third section describes a proposal for the integration of database modification operations and a transaction concept, into the logic programming language PROTOS-L.
